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ABSTRACT 

An advanced synergetic approach for analysis of SAR 

and optical scanner data focusing on study of meso-

scale ocean dynamics and its surface signatures is 

presented. MODIS and ASAR WS data for Agulhas 

current area are chosen for this study. We discuss how 

“standard” MODIS-SST and SAR-wind products can be 

supplemented with additional data on quasi-geostrophic 

and ageostrophic currents fields and their manifestation 

on the sea surface in form of the mean square slope 

(MSS) contrasts and SAR “roughness”. It is shown that 

zones of the surface current convergence/divergence are 

coincided with current vorticity gradients and well 

“visible” on the sea surface as MSS and SAR roughness 

anomalies.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we discuss an advance synergetic approach 

for analysis of SAR and optical scanner data focusing 

on study of meso-scale ocean dynamics and its surface 

signatures. The main oceanographic applications of the 

data from the satellite optical scanners (e.g. from 

MODIS, MERIS) is  the ocean color and the sea surface 

temperature (SST) studies (e.g. Esaias et al., 1998; 

Doerffer & Schiller, 2007). For these studies the 

sunlight reflected from the sea surface (the sun glitter 

area) is a noise, and its removal provides significant 

difficulties in development of the ocean color 

algorithms. On the other hand, the sun glitter possesses 

valuable information on statistical properties of the sea 

surface - its mean square slope (MSS), skewness and 

curtosis, as first demonstrated by Cox and Munk (1954), 

and recently reported by e.g. Chapron et al., (2000), 

Bréon & Henriot (2006). The sun glitter brightness 

depends on the MSS, therefore any sea surface 

phenomenon (slicks, internal waves or currents 

boundaries) leading to the MSS variations becomes 

visible in the form of the brightness contrast (see e.g. 

Hu et al., 2008; Jackson, 2007).  

 

Myasoedov et al. (2010) suggested the algorithm for 

retrieval of the MSS variations from the sunglint 

imagery, and have demonstrated its capability in 

detection of meso-scale current features. The space 

optical scanners produce almost daily worldwide 

coverage which results in a large volume of imagery 

that has sunglint. In this context they can be considered 

as the instruments complementary to the SAR, which 

can be used for the ocean dynamics survey on a near-

global scale. In spite of numerous efforts, the physics of 

SAR imaging of the ocean phenomena is not properly 

investigated and the mechanisms leading to 

manifestation of the ocean phenomena on the sea 

surface are still poorly understood. In order to better 

understand physics of surface manifestation, a new 

“SAR-independent” data source on the surface 

signatures is desirable. Sun glitter imagery opens such 

opportunity. In this case, the signatures can be analyzed 

in terms of fundamental parameter of the sea surface, - 

its MSS.  

 

The goal of the present paper is to suggest an advanced 

approach for studies of meso-scale ocean dynamics by 

means of the synergetic use of SAR and MODIS data. 

Within the frame of this approach we (i) reconstruct the 

meso-scale ocean current fields from SST and SAR-

wind data; (ii) investigate the quantitative relations of 

the mean square slope (derived from sunglint imagery) 

and SAR “roughness” with meso-scale ocean current 

features; and (iii) interpret these signatures with use of 

the radar imaging model suggested in (Kudryavtsev et 

al., 2005; Johannessen et al., 2005).  

 

2. DATA AND APPROACH  

This study is based on the synergy of MODIS and SAR 

imagery of the Agulhas current area. The main MODIS 

products are the ocean color parameters and the sea 

surface temperature (SST). The ASAR data (WS mode) 

can effectively be used for the wind field studies, 

surface slicks and surface current detections.  

 



 

The area of the intensive Agulhas current characterized 

by variety of the meso-scale dynamical patterns (eddies, 

meanders, fronts), and representing the favorable 

conditions for the sunglint imagery was chosen as the 

study area. The ASAR and MODIS/Aqua data for this 

area were acquired on 2007/11/18 7h24m and 

2007/11/18, 12h05m correspondingly. Fig.1 shows two 

main products of the SAR and MODIS imagery, - wind 

field derived from ASAR WS image with use of 

CMOD4 algorithm, and field of the SST derived from 

MODIS (Brown & Minnett, 1999).  

 

SST field apparently demonstrates main jet of the 

Agulhas current and variety of meso-scale features. The 

similar meso-scale variability could also be found in the 

chlorophyll field derived from MODIS (not shown 

here). However we leave analysis of the ocean color 

products out of the scope of the present study. Wind 

filed exhibits strong atmospheric variability, wind speed 

varies from 4 m/s to 13 m/s. On the other hand, one may 

easy reveal in the SAR wind field (e.g. between 34N 

and 35.5N) quasi-linear features which may presumably 

be treated as meso-scale ocean current signatures. 

Below we try to make a deeper insight in these data.  

 

  
 

Figure 1. Left plot: Wind field derived from ASAR WS image with use of CMOD4 algorithm. Direction of wind velocity 

is taken from NCEP model. Right plot: Field of the SST derived from MODIS image. White areas are cloud mask. 

 

 

2.1. Reconstruction of meso-scale current field 

Isern-Fontanet et al. (2008) proposed approach for 

reconstruction of the quasi-geostrophic current (QGC) 

field on the meso-scales from the snapshot of the SST. 

They showed that stream-function of the mesoscale 

current ( , )z k  and the SST field ( )sT k  in the Fourier 

space are linked by the following relation: 
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where g  is the gravity acceleration,   is thermal 

expansion coefficient, f  is the Coriolis parameter, 

/n N f  is the Prandtl number that is defined in 

(Isern-Fontanet et al., 2008) for the Brunt-Vàisala 

frequencies 0N  and bN  determining large- and meso-

scale properties of the flow (both 0N  and bN  are 

tuning parameters). Correspondingly, velocity field is 

defined through the stream-function as: 

( , )y xik ik  U  and the vorticity field of the surface 

current ( )z k  is  
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On definition, the divergence of the QGC field is 

vanished. However as argued in (Kudryavtsev et al., 

2005; Johannessen et al., 2005) convergence/divergence 

of the surface current is a governing parameter 

determining surface roughness signature of the meso-

scale currents. Therefore, targeting interpretation of 

observed SAR and MSS signatures, we need to know 

the agestrophic component of the ocean currents.  

 

In the present study we follow Klein and Hua (1990) 

model assuming that ageostrophic component of the 

surface current is generated due to interaction of the 

wind drift currents with the QGC. Klein and Hua (1990) 



 

showed that in the first order on the Rossby number, the 

governing equations describing interaction of the drift 

current 
1 2( , )u uu  with the QGC 

1 2( , )U UU  read:  
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where 1 2( , )   is the wind surface stress, and h  is 

the mixed layer depth. We assume that spatial scale of 

wind field variability is much larger than meso-scale of 

QGC, and then we represent the drift currents as sum of 

the mean background flow u   

 

                       2 1- / ( ), / ( )= fh fh u                      (4) 

 

and its “variations” u  caused by interaction with QGC: 

u = u + u . Then solution of Eq.3 for the QGC-induced 

variations of the drift current is  
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Thus the total current field is represented as  

 

                        j j j jV U u u                                (6) 

 

where QG component is defined via stream function 

Eq.1 
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and mean wind driven u  current and its variations u  

are defined by Eqs.4-5 correspondingly. Notice that 

divergence of the total flow Eq.6 is governed by the 

divergence of wind drift component u : 
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where 1 2 2 1/ /z U x U x          is vorticity of 

the QGC.  

The SST field from MODIS data (Fig.1 right) and SAR 

wind (Fig.1 left) can be used as the input for 

reconstruction of the surface current on Eqs.1,3,5. The 

model tuning parameter 
bn  in Eq.1 was chosen so that 

the standard deviation of the QGC velocities is equal to 

0.5 m/s. Calculations shown below are performed for 

northern wind with mean speed 7m/s. Field of vorticity 

and divergence of surface current derived from the SST 

and wind fields are shown in Fig.2. As expected, field 

of the QGC vorticity exhibit variety of meso-scal 

current features: main jet with boundary “oscillations”, 

eddies, meanders, filament patterns, etc. Field of the 

current divergence consist of the set of linear features, 

which, as expected, are coincided with sharp gradient of 

the QGC vorticity field.  

 

2.2. Retrieval of the mean square slope variations 

The algorithm for the sea surface MSS retrieval was 

suggested in (Mysoedov et al., 2010; this proceedings). 

This approach is based on the idea that sun glitter 

brightness depends on statistical properties of the sea 

surface slopes, - its MSS, skewness, peakedness etc. 

Cox and Munk (1954) derived these parameters from 

analysis of the sun glitter shape, i.e. the derived 

parameters are averaged over the sun glitter width. The 

algorithm suggested in (Mysoedov et al., 2010) focused 

on retrieval of “small-scale” (on scales which are much 

smaller than the sunglint width) MSS variations 2s  

from the sunglint brightness variations B . The 

advantage of the algorithm is that it does not require an 

a prior speculations about the PDF model, and the 

transfer function (relating brightness variations to MSS 

one) founds from the mean brightness field where the 

“real” PDF is explicitly built in.  

 

Left plot in Fig.3 shows field of the MSS contrasts 

retrieved from the MODIS image (see Mysoedov et al., 

2010 for the details). Amplitudes of the MSS contrasts 

are “statistically” uniform over the observed area, 

except for local areas adjacent to the clouds where the 

sunglint brightness is presumably “contaminated” by the 

cloud shadiness, and thus suggested algorithms 

probably is not valid. Comparing Fig.3 left and Fig.2 

right, one may conclude that surface signatures of the 

ocean currents are surprisingly well visible in the sea 

surface MSS: coupled eddies, meanders, and frontal 

linear features. A typical magnitude of the MSS 

contrasts is about 20-30%. Note that MSS and 

divergence fields have a different spatial resolution; 

MSS field retrieved from the red MODIS channel and 

has 250 m space resolution, while the divergence field 

derived from IR channel has 1 km, - i.e. much worse. 

Nevertheless, careful inspection of MSS and divergence 

fields shows that in general, the textural features of the 

MSS field are similar to the current divergence one. We 

may assume that linear features of the MSS field are 

presumably related to the zones of 

convergence/divergence of the ocean current.  



 

 

  
 

Figure 2. Left plot: field of vorticity of the QG current derived from the SST with use of Eq.2. Right plot: field of the 

surface currents divergence induced by the interaction of the wind drift current with the QG one, see Eq.8. Notice, that 

divergence is inverted, thus bright linear features corresponds to the convergence zones, and dark – to the divergence. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 3. Left: Field of the MSS contrasts derived from MODIS image. Right: Field of the SAR contrasts. Notice that 

shape of the MSS and SAR contrasts is very similar. 

 

 

3. SYNERGY OF MODIS AND ASAR DATA 

Fig.3 right shows field of NRSC contrasts (SAR signal 

contrasts) 
0 0 0 0( ) /K     , defined as variations of 

the NRCS relative to the mean field 0  found as the 

moving average of the original NRCS with spatial 

window 30x30 square km. First, we mention that NRCS 

contrasts over observed area are varied in the range 

0
0.2K   . Second, comparing field of 

0
K  with 

surface current vorticity, u , and divergence, u , 

fields (shown in Fig.2), one may conclude that there is 

much more textural similarity between 
0

K  and u , 

than between 
0

K  and u . More careful inspection 

shows that there is almost deterministic relation 

between NRCS contrasts and field of divergence. The 

only exception is the lower-left corner of the NRCS 

field, where most of the contrasts are presumably 

caused by variable wind field features in the vicinity of 

the atmospheric front (see Fig.1). Thus we may 



 

conclude that field of the SAR contrasts traces field of 

the surface current convergence. This observation 

confirms the main theoretical finding by (Kudryavtsev 

Et al., 2005; Johannessen et al., 2005) that SAR 

signature of the meso-scale ocean current are governed 

by their convergence.  

 

3.1. MSS and SAR signatures of the eddies 

Coupled eddies well visible in the fields of SST (see 

Fig.1) and in the field of QGC vorticity (see Fig.2) in 

the area between the boundaries 26E-28.5E and 34.5N-

35.5N are selected for analysis of their signature in the 

MSS and the NRCS. Remind that the ASAR ENVISAT 

survey was performed about 5 hours before the MODIS, 

at 7h24m.  

Fragment of the SST containing eddies together with 

current divergence, SAR and MSS signatures are Fig.4. 

Comparing SAR and MSS signatures, one may 

conclude that they in general have a similar shape, and 

they have an apparent similarity with the field of the 

current divergence. The anti-cyclonic eddy (to the left) 

is manifested well both in SAR and MSS. The cyclonic 

eddy (to the right) is better manifested in the field of 

MSS. Notice that magnitudes of the contrasts of the 

NRCS (linear units) and the MSS are of the same order, 

-  20%.  

 

  

  
 

Figure 4. ENVISAT ASAR image (2007/11/18 7h24m) (lower-right plot) and the MSS (lower-left plot) signatures of the 

coupled cyclonic and anti-cyclonic eddies. SAR contrasts are in linear units. Upper-left plot shows field of the MODIS 

SST, and the upper-right - field of the current divergence. Notice, that values of divergence are inverted: bright linear 

features corresponds to the zones of the surface currents convergence , and dark features – to divergence. 

 

 

3.2. Relations of MSS and SAR signatures of the 

current features: RIM simulations 

The sea surface current field Eq.6, derived from the 

from synergy STT and SAR wind, can be used as input 

for model simulations of the sea surface signatures with 

use of Radar Imaging Model (RIM) suggested by 

Kudryavtsev et al.(2005) and Johannessen et al.(2005).  

As developed, RIM simulates the sea surface signatures 

(in terms of the wind wave spectra, MSS, wave 

breaking, NRCS) of the surface currents of the arbitrary 

origin, temperature fronts and slicks. Johannessen et al. 

(2005) argued that among different combinations of the 

component of the tensor of the current velocity 

gradients, the dominant impact of current on integral 

parameters of the sea surface, like its MSS ( 2s ) or 

fraction of the sea surface covered by wave breaking 

waves ( q ), is coming from divergence of surface 

currents.  
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where B  is the saturation spectrum of wind waves, 
2

*( / )u c   is wind wave growth rate. They also 

showed that enhancement (suppression) of wave 

breaking in the zones of surface current convergence 

(divergence) is the mechanism responsible for 

manifestation of surface current in the range of short 

wind waves, including Bragg waves. The reason is that 

Bragg waves itself cannot “feel” the currents because 

their relaxation scale (of order 10 to 100 m) is much 



 

smaller than scale of meso-scale currents. Therefore, 

Bragg waves spectrum results from the “local” balance 

between energy input and dissipation. The former is 

dominated by wind forcing, however, as argued in 

(Kudryavtsev et al., 2005), mechanical disturbances of 

the sea surface by breaking of larger scale waves, also 

contribute to the energy balance of short waves. 

Therefore mechanical disturbances of the sea surface by 

breaking waves result in space-time variations of Bragg 

waves spectrum. Therefore, space-time variations of 

Bragg waves and wave breaking are similar, and 

follows convergence of the surface current, i.e.: 

 

                 ( ) / ( ) /br brB B q q k k u                  (10) 

 

Notice, that in RIM, the NRCS is represented as a sum 

of Bragg-scattering and scattering from breaking waves. 

Both these quantities depend on fraction of the sea 

surface covered by breaking waves. Therefore the 

NRCS should trace the sea surface current 

convergence/divergence zones.  

 

Results of RIM simulations of surface manifestation of 

the coupled eddy in terms of the MSS, wave breaking 

and the NRCS are shown in Fig.5. All the quantities are 

presented in form of the contrasts in linear units. The C-

band NRCS was calculated for the incidence angle 30 

deg. and radar look direction 60 deg (in respect to the 

wind direction). First, we note that spatial shape of the 

fields for all of the quantities shown in Fig.4 is very 

similar to the shape of the surface current convergence. 

A careful inspection shows that enhancement of the sea 

surface parameters takes place in the zones of current 

convergence (bright areas in the upper-left plot), and 

suppression – in the divergence zones (dark areas), as it 

follows from simplified Eqs.9-10. Also notice, that 

wave breaking exhibit the larger response to the current 

than the MSS. As already mentioned, the similarity 

between surface manifestations in different quantities is 

originated from the action of wave breaking which 

(possessing a high sensitivity to the current gradients) 

provide stronger/weaker mechanical disturbances the 

sea surface in the convergent/divergent zones that leads 

to enhancement/suppression of short wave roughness 

and the radar scattering. Thus the impact of wave 

breaking on formation of surface signature of mesoscale 

currents plays a crucial role. Notice that model 

simulations performed on Bragg scattering model and 

on kinetic energy balance equation written in the 

“standard” relaxation approximation (which does not 

take into account effect of large-scale wave breaking on 

Bragg waves) are failed to interpret observed SAR 

signatures, - in this case simulated SAR signatures are 

in 5-order of magnitude less than that shown in Fig.5, 

lower-right. 

 

 

 
 

  
 

Figure 5. RIM simulations of manifestation of the coupled eddies on the sea surface in form of the contrasts of the MSS 

(upper-right), wave breaking (lower-left), and NRCS (lower-right). Upper-left plot shows divergence (inverted) of the 

surface current, - bright areas correspond to the current convergence, and dark – to divergence. 



 

  
 

Figure 6. Observed (left) and simulated (right) SAR signatures of the coupled eddies. 

 

Fig.6 provides an additional opportunity to compare the 

observed SAR signatures with RIM simulations. Again 

there is an apparent textural similarity between observed 

and model signatures, which trace the current 

convergence/divergence zones. The magnitude of the 

contrasts is of the same order - 0.2 , that, in particular, 

may justify the model validity. On the other hand, one 

may mention an apparent difference in some details of 

the signature pattern. This presumably can be 

interpreted as a shortcoming of the surface current 

reconstruction (first all  - reconstruction of the 

divergence field) from the SST snapshot. It could also 

be caused by evolution of mesoscale pattern during 5 

hours time interval between ASAR and MODIS 

surveys. In any case, we believe that “real” current 

divergence field may differ from that we used for the 

model simulations. However this difference should 

presumably be in the sign and magnitude of the 

individual patterns, but general textural features of the 

“real” divergence field (linked to the SST and the 

current vorticity field) has to be similar to the model 

one. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In the present study we suggested an advanced 

synergetic approach for analysis of SAR and optical 

scanner data. The common synergetic approach 

presumes “superficial” analysis of the oceanographic 

data derived from the sensors, - e.g. comparison of 

“SAR wind” and “SAR roughness” with the SST and 

ocean color parameters available from optical sensor, 

and investigation of similarities between these fields on 

a qualitative level.  

 

We suggest to use a deeper insight into the data, and 

provide a consistent interlinking approach for synergetic 

analysis of SAR and optical data. First, the model 

finding by Isern-Fontanet (2008) is adopted in order to 

reconstruct the surface quasi-geostrophic (SQG) current 

field from the snapshot of the SST routinely available 

from the optical scanner data. Following Klein and Hua 

(1990) model development (as well as other models on 

the same subject), the synergy of the SQG current field 

and SAR wind field gives us the surface current 

convergence estimates. These information is important 

itself for many applications, because it is relevant to the 

vertical pumping of the upper ocean by heat, gas etc. On 

the other hand, divergence of the surface current is the 

governing parameter responsible for formation of 

surface signature of the ocean dynamic phenomena, 

which can be detected by SAR. Physics of formation of 

surface manifestation is still poorly understood. 

Therefore an additional opportunity to retrieve 

fundamental parameter of the sea surface roughness, - 

its MSS, from the sun glitter imagery opens new 

possibilities for investigation of the physics of the sea 

surface manifestation on the basis of syneregetic 

analysis of optical and SAR data. Thus the outcome of 

suggested approach, - SQG currents, divergence of the 

surface current, wind field, SST fronts, the sea surface 

roughness anomalies (both MSS and “SAR roughness”), 

the ocean color features (related in particular to the 

biological processes), provide a consistent description 

of important oceanographic parameters which can 

further be used for other applications.  

 

Presented here results are interpreted with use of radar 

imaging model (RIM) (Kudryavtsev et al., 2005; 

Johannessen et al., 2005). Model simulations based on 

the surface current field derived from MODIS-SST and 

SAR-wind data showed, that observed anomalies in 

SAR roughness as well as anomalies of the MSS 

derived from the MODIS data, represents surface 

signatures of the meso-scale current divergence. Though 

the direct impact of vorticity of the sea surface currents 

on wind waves (via wave-current interaction) is weak, 

spatial variability of vorticity plays a key role in the 

formation of the sea surface manifestation of the meso-

sale current. Vicinity of the sharp gradients of the QGC 

vorticity field are the areas producing 

convergence/divergence of surface currents and thus 

vertical mixing stimulating biological productivity.  

 

We believe that synergistic analysis of SAR and optical 

data will result in better understanding of the sea surface 

physics and mechanisms leading to the ocean surface 

currents manifestations.  
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